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Though written for publication separately, the three papers collected

here converge on, the topic of musical reference, whiCh is to say, the use

of music to refer in.various ways either to itself or"to extra-musical

thinge. The purpose of-these essays is to outline the symbol relations
involked in such "programme devices" as expression, descripti9n, naming,

AUotation',,and representation. Thloughout the extensive literature on opera,
oratorio,' and programme music, little, attention is given the_syntactic

and semantic conditions of the referential uses of must In other'Words,

we are-still without cleaf answers to such questions as: How does music
expreSs.r =Can muS1474esrIbe like sentences or represent like pictkes?
:How doe$ musical quotation compare with quotati*In linguistic systems?

047-Sig_such terms `as "quotation,"°"descriptionand"representltiOn"
metapliWs importedfrom non-musical realms? Aire "they entirely without

,literal significance when applied to Music?. All these' luestions are dealt

with in the following pages in some,detail. .

.

The /first paper, "On Musical Expression"f fosses updn the exemplifi- .

pi cational andexpressive aspe ts(ok musie. The second, "On Musical Denoting", ,

and the-third, 70w*ReOresenta ional Musi-c" primarily.-deal with denoting -.10

uses-of'musit; particularly d scrtption, quotation, and repreOentation.

.

1".

Because each essay.is sel
are rehearsed more than once.
tition'and so ley be instructi
leave.theo0Says;:intact rather
of stylistic elegance.

-contained and the topics overlap; same points
Seldom, however, is the redundancy mere.repe-

. For this reason; it, seemed preferable .to
han try to'rewrite them solely for the sake,

tr-

Although emphasis is upon. ical symbolisM, expression' is ubiquitous _

in art, while descfiption and quo ation in music, are analogues of language

and represeritation the analogue o paintings sculpture, and dance., Hope-

fully, _therefore, these discussion will contribUte something to.the general
understanding of symbolic reference, in a.variety of symbol, systems.

CI

o

Vernon A. Howard
June, 1972

Vernon A. Howard (Ph.D. Indigna, 1965) is Associate Professor,of Philosophy

and Head of the PhilosophyD4partment, at he Althouse College of Education
University of Western Ontario, and is aRestarch Associate of Harvard Project

Zero. He' wIll'be a Visiting Associate Prof esor at.the Harvard Graduate
School Of.Education in the 194773 academic ear.

Dr. Howard' has published articles on anthfopolotical theory, philosophy of

education, and musical aesthetics. He is also liederLand opera singer.
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ON MUSICAL DENOTINO

0

ABSTRACT,

Western composers have long cons peered their works to refer

in various ways including expression,lepresentacion, naming,

descriptiono and quotation. Though each type a reference differs,

from the others, they all involve denotation of or by music. This

paper attempts to analyse musical denoting in the context of pro-
,

gramme music and opera. Having dealt with' expression in the
precedelng'paper and representation in the one that follows, primary

0

afreq on herein is given.to (1)1the syntactic and semantic'features

of musical names and descriptiqns; (2) the status of semi-fictional

compliants of naming motifa in opera (i.e., the actor "in character ");

(3) analysis of dhe,expressive and descriptive aspects of .progrAmme:

music;oand (4) the mechanisms of musical allusion and quotation. In

each instance, the symbol relatiOns involved are analysed iri\tHe con-

text of music and by coMparison to the linguistic analogueas.welloas

to other arts.

da.
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What Music Can Do
1

ON MUSICAL DENOTING

t

18

besides just being anaxexpressing, music can, under certain conditions,

name, repPlesent, or describe pings, or quote other pieces of music. The

lattil are types of denotation characteristic of programme music and, opera.

This paper stakes out some analyses of the varieties of musical denoting

from the standpoint of the general theory of symbols. The aim is neither.to

promote nor proscribe programmatic, devices but rather 'to understand-the k_

better in terms of the symbol relations involved in their use. Not in spite

of me will critics continue go say what they like and composer's to Ho as they

please? .

In Languages, of Art (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1968),
2
Nelson Goodman%

remarksas follows on musical-denoting: "Here (in music] no more than in

painting does represeolatiOn require imitation. But if a performance of a

work defined by &standard score denotes at all., it still does not represent;

for as a'performance of such a work it belongs to ansarticgiate set. Th4 same

'sound- event, takenes belonging to a.dense set of auditory symbols, may re-

present. Thils.electronic music without any natation or language properly so-

called may be representational, while music Under standarcknotation,. if n
denotative at all, is desriptive.". (p.232)3"

Whether any att; including Music ? imitates or iconically signifie when

it denotes is a question we may profitably defer for the sake of focus.

.

1
Th researchfor this papei was pursuant to a Canada Council Grant (no. 69-:Q205)

and conducted under the auspices of Harvard Project \Zero. ..Personal thairks ar ,

4.1z due to Professor Nelson Goodman, Director, Harvard Projeqt lei° and to Messrs.

T. Graham AOahas, David N. Perkins, and George A. Graham for helpfulcriticisms

during the writing.

2Further references to this work appear in the text as "LA".

3Goodman's technical definitions of such words as representation, description,

and expression, while reflecting and illuminating. their common. meanings', dis-

tinguishidifierent symbol relations more sharply than do their ambiguous or

vague uses in ordinary discourse. Providing certain syMbol relations remain

constant, one may Speak (as is fairly common) of musical as wellas pictorial
representation, or (asis less common) of musical as well /as linguistic

deicription.

4For Goodman's arguments ainst imitation or "iconic similarity" as the basis

of realisticpictorial'*epresentation, see LA, Ch. 1, passim. I have dealt.

with the same topic in the context'of musical eXpressior6e0n Musical'
Expression".
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Neither will much be. said aboutliteral, structural properties of music <e.g.,

being in sonata form) or expression of metaphorical ones (e.g., sad, joyous!,

rspllicking): What a particular .piece:or phrase of music denotes ls logically

independent of the literal or metaphorical' properties it may also exemplif,y,

Exemplified properties depend hpbn what predicates,denote the music'ratherthah

what things or events,#re denoted by the music.' (See LAr.-pp. 52.-57).'

,
. I' .

-4

In the quoted pai3gage, Goodman distinguishes two kinl is of musical denOting:-

representation by a system that,is syntactically dense, and description by one ,.

that is' syntactically disjoint and articulate. For the moment, it is suffi-

cleat to mark the difference,bi whether the durations of pitches and silences

of a performance are assignable to and identified by a score in standard : , ,

notation.5 If pitches and durations are so notated, then score and performance

are mutually recoverable: score from pertormaae and conversely. (LA, p. 178).
,,. In neither representation nor deftription Is the music uniquely recoverable from

the object(s) denoted (e.g l, a waterfall, battle, etc.),, so that both are seman-

tiCall5A dense; or inarticulate, or -both. Though representation and description

refer here to musical sound-events, the one (unscored musical enoting of a
waterfall).shares,,sYmbol features'in common-with pictorial systems, while the

other (scored musical denoting of a waterfall) shares symbol features in common

with linguistic systems.. Usually; pictures are both.syntactic4lly and .

semantically dense, whereas lifigutsfic systems are syntactically disjoint and

.tend to.besemantically dense.6" Since to t denoting music is scored description

/and naming are far more comMwthanyepr sentation, though,theyiare seldom dis-,

tinguished from one another or froM,exp esslon incliscusdions of programme

music and opera.
t. .

2. Naming Motifs: Syntactic Features 1

. . . k '. ..

.
. . 6

A. paradigm of conventionally scored musical denoting is the Wagnerian

leitmotiv Which functions aila'musical lab-q.of characters, objects, red/di-rent'
..

ideas, situations, and even feelinga.7 To take a faMiliar example, Figure 1

s "Siegfiieds Hornruf".from Der Ring des NibelUngen.8' . .
.

, 1
4 .

5It is necessary to say "a score in standard music notation.% because many mod-

ern scoring methods fall 'short of strict notationality Which implies both syn-

tactic and semantic"disjointhess and articulateness. Not even standard music

notation is entirely.'!notational" inasmuch as it incorporates ambiguous symbols,

some linguistic some not (See LA,,pp.,183-185). Hereafter, score will be'taken

to mean a score in'standard music notation unless otherwise specified.

6
For an account vf syltaCtic and semantic disjointness, articulateness, and

density of symbol systems, the reader, is referred to LA; pp. 130-157.

7There is of course a difference in mimic as in language between denoting and

expressinwa feeling. In music, as with allythings which do not literally have

feelings, expression s a mItter of the metaphorical exemplification of labels,

linguistic or otheiw e, properly denoting the music. See LA, pp. 83-95; also

"On Musical,Expressi n".

Musikdramen Richard Wagners'(Salzburg: Verlagsbuchhandlung8
Kurt Overhof

Anton Pustet, 1967), p: 235: J t
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FIGURE 1

20

More than a mere label, fiowever, a leitmotiv "accumulates significance- K.

as it recurs in new contexts; it.may serve to recall the thought of its Object

in situations where the object itseif is not pregOnt; it may be varied q14,--)

developed,in accord with the development gf the plot; similarity of mOtifs may

suggest an underlying connection between objects to which they refer; motifs

may be contrapuntally combined; and, finally, repetitiOn of motifs is an e -

fective means of musical unity, an is repetition of t emes in a smyphony".

In short, besides denOting or labelling thin 4b, a leis otiv may also exemplify

different literal (formal) and metaphorical (express )properties varying with

musical and dramatic context. 81 this way, some m ifs' are 1 ke proper napes

uttered with-diffitrent vocal "inflections and loca din diffe ent grammatical

Positions. For instance, Figure 2, tthe,"Siegfri -als-Mann- otiv",, while

recognizable as a variation of Figure 1, neverth less differs b9th in its

literal musical' structure and .expressive qualitie
10

'FIGURE 2 .

(3.

9-Donald Jay.. Grout, A History bf Western Music (New York: W. W. Norton, 1960),

p. 564..

10Overhoff, p. 235.
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The_fact pat there are differently scored variations of the "same" motif

raises syntactic and semantic difficulties about musical naming. I just com-

pared Siegfried's Motif to a linguistic proper name the separate occurrences

of which may be written in different s ipt, have different pronounciations,

and occupy different grammatical pos tio s. Actually that is,not quite,

accurate. I-should add that it is as if e s parate occurrences of the name

were also spelled differently'(like Heraclit s anderaklitos); that is,

Figures 1 and '2 amount to different scorings Siegfried 's Motif.11 It will

not do, therefore, to treat the Siegfried Moti' as a single character consist-

ing of the class of all notational inscrip anedbund-e nts denoting

Siegfried -- in other words,'is in uding the di ferent scor s and performances

corresponding to each of its varia ;for that would res tlain one character

being a proper subclass bf anotyer character. That is to say one character

(the Siegfried Motif) would than have several proper subclaises (the variations),

each having a different notational spelling. The result is loss of dis-

jointness ami-hence of notationality in the scoring system. f

The question before us could be put this way: "What is the Siegfried.

Motif -- a motif character-class or a class of motif characters?" The former

'would sacrifice syntactic disjointness between variations. If all variations

are-assigned to the game character, supposedly they are syntactically equiva-

lent so that a score inscription and performance of one variation could be

t(
assigned-to any other. Being variations, however, hey are. notated different -

l90 are not syntactically equivalent -- and cannot belong to the same motif

character anymore than'a b-inscription can belong to the character "A". In

other wordsy, militating against interpreting "variations of the same motif" or

"the Siegfried Motif" as a charaterr'class of variations is the fact that any

subset of a series of syntactically disjoint characters will also be disjoint.

Each variation, being such a subset, will thus be disjoint and so cannot be a
q. proper subset la another character. It is required, therefate, to treat each

variation as a separate name (or sound-character), diffeteday_spelled, and

,most likely expressively different as well. .

How than account for the fact that each name is a variation of the same

motif? The answer seems to lie in two cbaracteristics of a variation: first,

its recognizable thematic similarity 12 to.every other variation oktgiven

1
11
See Goodman's discussionp,of

LA; pp. 115-117 and131-133.

2,'Thematic similarity" is of cqurse highly, relative and variable

relative to conventions of tonality, mo e, pitch, harmony, and rhythm and

variable from one scale, style, oribusical era to another. It is hot enough

merely to say- that-two melodies are similar without stipulating in what re-

.. spects. In one respect, two melodies of equal length played simultaneously

are similar in occupying the same time interval, or, perhaps, in being Con-

trapuntal, though they may differ radically in the pattern and relative

durations of pitches.

eness of spelling:and syntactic equivalence;

.
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motif (in spite of its not being an exact replica of any one of them); and

second, its denoting the same unique compliant as every other'variation Of

that motif: All variations of the Siegfried Motif are exterts

n n.

ve;,sithilar.

1.4in melodic brther-musical pattern; different, sometime i=th ..r expressive

qualities brit most importaftly in beingspelled-(notated) ifferently. The

variations of the Siegfried Motif amount to a.redundant s tem of naming motifs;

which is to say, a aet of syntactically'different motifs denoting the same com-

pliant,. The Siegfried Motif is not itself'a character includinvothers-. It

isa class of motif-characters all of which denote Siegfried as well as sharing

some other musical properties. Of Course, the phrase "the Siegfried McitifY'"

16y be used to refer to either .the class or to any 0f, its thembers.' But the

class 161 all Siegfiied motif-characters is not itself a motif-character *mire,

than the class of all opera lovers is itself an opera lover. Thus by a redun

dancy of names, we may Preserve disjointness of 'motif ch4acters as a necessary,

condition of naming without sacrificing- the "sameness" of the different

Variations,

3. Naming-Motifs: Semafitic,Features

Th purpose of naming motif, just so far as it, is denotational, lip to
0 .

,prese e identity of its compliant. This holds for b9th unit classes (The

Sword otif) or multiple classes'Xthe Meistersinger Motif) with special re-
strictions,on the latter.l3 This iis also the purpose of chi'racters'in a

tA
notational system such as a score which,, among 0 er things,'serves to

A

identify atwork from one performance to another ; p.,128). In addition,

I have construed Ow Siegfried Motif, ,for instance, as a set of coextensive

motif, characters denoting Siegfried -- like a system of redundant proper\

noses. This simply means that several different score inscriptions plds

J-
performances, including'Figures-1 and 2, correspond to Siegfried, but only

Siegfried complies with all ofethem. Standard music notation is similarly-
redundant with more than one character denoting the same sounded pftCh

(Cl!, Db). There is that much parallel between ,the notational naming useoof

music and notational scoring methods.
40

,
Redundancy is a departure from strict notationality inasmuch as characters

in annotation constitute ". . . a. peculiar and priviledged definition without

competitor of their complituceolasses (6kp.178). Unlike di cursive
definitions, given a compliant-in a notation, exactly, the same character-should

be recoverable as denotes that compliant. From a sounded e one should get a
C#- inscription back, though in fact one might get'a Ub- inscription instead.

. What sort of threat does redUndancy pose to notationality? "The net effect

[says Gq0dman].is that in a chain of the sort's described (from inscription to

compliant to inscription]', the score-inscriptions may not all be true copies

a

13A multiple class motif funstiohs as'A name when it is used to denote, say,

the Meistersinger °group. It functions descriptively when it is used to indi-

cate membership of individuals in the Meistersinger group; for example, by

sounding the motif when certain -persona appear on stage, or, perhaps, by com-

bining a multiple class motif with a naming motif to indicate that'so-and-so

is a Meistersinger.

0001=0
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A

of one another; yet all will be semanticallyequivalent --Ipli'performances will
be.of the same work. Work-preservation but not scoreprearvation is ensured;

-'and insofar as work-preservation is.paramount, and score-preservation.incidental,
redundancy is tolerable " .(LA, p.178)1.4 Thoub strict notationality requires

both syntactic and semantic disjolritness, cOnsgmrsinia-redundant system are
,

semantically but not syntactically equivalent:
, .

Naming motifs area parts of a.work"denoting extramusical things. (Consider

such motif eharaCters, fora moment,"as.coextensiVe sound-segments taken from

various, locations in a completerwork;.Athat is,. consider Them as Semantically

equivalent wOrk-segments. What is paiamount;here is object=iaentity rather
than work or score preservation:-Any-such-work-segment denotes, say, piegfiied,,

and given the'fatter, any one of the coextensive set of'motif characters. is
'recoverable though witch one is arbitrary. This 4ituation might initially
-appear as a threat.to the structure and identity of the whole work, -since one .

could well get an Act I motif - character in return for an Act III,compliant.
But-work-preservation, which in this instance refers, 'inter alia; to a.par-

: acular distribution of the Motif-characters throughout the work, is ensured
by the complete score inclUdt ngof course 441 Motif variations in proper
sequence. HoweV01 else naming matifs may function' a work, denotatively'

they serve 'mainly to identify and signalize their co
constitute a redundant,notatibnal subsystem within a
of motifs. kiore On.description after an eictensional

compliants. .

liants. As such, they
rgerIdeacriptive syNtem

nterlude on fictiondl

*

. Siegfried as Fictional (?) Compliant" c., .

.

I have spoken of musical naming as ifit applied to oldinary objects and..1,

events. However, t4le persons, events, and some of the objects (e.g., Wotan's
Spear,- the Holy Grail) in opera are extraordinary and fictional. But neither

can we treat them in the same way as fictiOnal characters and events in a

novel. T4e relation between a naming matif andan actor in his role. as

'Siegfried is not even an ordina0 fictive relationship. While we'may talk of ,

Pickwick - naives or Pickwick-descriptions having null extension (See LA, -pp.
21-26); this is not quite.trrie of musical names and descriptions for uhich
her may be compliants before us on stage. Whgt,,then,' does the -music denote?

I'raiae the quest on withorit4having,avery SatisfactOry answer.
.4.

"

Suppose we sai that the - Siegfried naming-motif denotes the character

Siegfried. This wil not do; for there is no such character just as"there is

no Pickwick or flyin orse correspOnding to Pickwick and Pegasus names. The

actor on stage is not Siegfried nor is there anyone who is.. Perhaps then we
should say that Siegfried's naming motif denotes the actor. Surelyhe exists..
But` this will not do either, because the actor may vary from one performance
to another, and it is not our aim in naming Siegfried to label all past, pres--
ent, and future players of the Tole. Either Way,. there is nothing unique.

corresponding to the name.

14See also LA, pp. 151-152 on the benignancy of redundancy in notational
systems. .
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othe'r k might be to treat. the name as-denoting the ctdr-in-his

role.- ieg i d; that is, thCactor considered as himself 4 iegfried-symboi.

The c
4
assificatiot'ofl_symbols as Siegfriea"-symbok$, whether actors. or 'snatches .°

'of mu is no more commits us to thegpistence of any reap euMplrant in, re than
doe theclassificatiow of ,names AB 4escriptiOns'as Pick ick-names and -

: P ckwick-descriptions.. Thetrouble.here is-ihtakihg a, S egfrded-symbol'to ..

d 40te, not Siegfried, but'another'Siegfrled7symbol. Nam ng or describing .

iegfried,is obviously different fromnaming or deacribi a-Siegfriedtsymbol.-

This interpretation comes close to the firstmentione0,above where we said
that the Siegfried'naming otifdenotedthe character Siegfried except that we
now 'recognize the'phra c aracter ofSiegfripd" ter be, am§iguouS'betWeen.in-L.

,

dicating-Siegftied-s,..ols n fictional contexts and the (putative). hop=

fictional S gfrie , hat is, between the actor4'h7his -tole-as7glegfried and
Simply Siegfr ed.-:The obvious advantagiOs of.xaking the denotation totte'Of
'another Siegfried'symbol -- the,acar-41.Siegfried -- are that it is consistent

70,,ith What we ordinarily say usa Meinongian_Viegfrieds as
,well-as allowing for different.,actors appearing in-the role without sacrifc-
Ang the naming fuftCtioh of Some motifs.,i The broad fealuresof this alternative

: might be6diagiammed as followS. :The brOken:iines indicate hull denotation.
`*

, N

o

-4

Actor)
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0 In other words, since neither the naming motif nor the actor' as Sie fried-

symbols can denote- the non-existent giegfried,\perhaps M denotes A when and

only whin AAS:"in character". If for some reason this is objectiOnabirc a

fourth alternative is t2 consider both lei and A as coeval Siegfried-symbols hav-

A ing null extension (amktherefore coextensive) within the context of the work --

that is, as "parallel!' Siegfried-symbols. On this view, both"Siegfried- -'

symbols have null extension, neither one denoting the non-existent Siegfried.,-

nor each other; but merely yaccompany eacii Other in the drama. To'say that the

naming motif "accompanies" the actor in(characterleaves,open whether or which" 6

..one denotes the other! Labelling, after all; is one of our freeSeacts. (See

LA., pp. 58-59) Rather than the musical Siegfried-symbol denoting the dramatic

Siegfried-symbol, just'theoppositeAs equally possible: perhaps the' actor

could be construed 'as labelling fhe music. In any event, four Ways of s_on-

,

struing naming motifs relatiie to a fictional compliant S plus some of their

consequenced have been sketched-. We may think of naming otifs as (1) S-denot-

ing'symbols;-(2) $-symbals,denoting the actor;-(3) S-symb is denoting other

S-symbols.(i.e..iihe motor "in character")Lot (4) Sq-symbo s 'Coeval and coex-

tensive with (bui nat-denoting4 the actor-taken also." an S-symbol. (4) is
.

perhaps the closest parallel to linguistic symbolitation whe botiPiritten

andverbal terms, as coeval and coextensive inscriptions of,a single, character,

refer to the same thing..:-- like the written or-spoken word lc 0. Just as

',Anal cat-insctiptlons are not- part of the extension oif)rit en cat-

inscriptions, the actor in character may not be ititiuded/in the extension of 4.

a naming OlOtif as he is in (3). Rather, as\in (4), the Siegfried Motif glid the

actor in his Seigfried role. could be construed as coextensive, simultaneods

S-symbols. If '(3) conforms to what audiences and people at rehersal ordinarily

(and loosely) say, (4) torresponds to the familiar phenomenon of inscriptional

equivalence in language and .has the advantage of eliminating reference to

,transient actors in or out of character.

5.- Naming and Describing With Music

Sometimes motifs having different compliants are combined contrapuntally

to denote a'singlelevent. For instance, two naming motile-A.14nd B having x

and.y. as compliants respectively may be combined to form a third character.A.

having neither anor y. as compliant but rather some combination of, x and'z, say,

"Denoting tiieltvent ih. this way is not' description, beCause the new .

character AB is notationarrelatiAre to ?. Typical of the combinatory-notational

use of:naming motifs is Wagner's handling of the theme for Wotan's Spear " .

by making it break and fail, cutthrough, aslt were, by the tearing sound,of

the thete identified with the swords, Vhen Siegfried shivers the spear with,the

stroke of Nothung",1,5 Such labelling of unique events by combined laiAlt meets

all the conditions of naming and illustrates the point that simple combination

of_ atomic terms in Tait awelsewhere does .not automatically produce a

Aescription.

The descriptive use of motifs is commonly a matter of class inclusion or

predication as in natural languages. If, for instaRce /Clove motif ,is cove=

bined with a naming,totif to indicate that so-and =so'is in love, the result

is.non-disjoint class inclusion or a musical description. Again, as with'

linguistic naming and destription, one can distinguish between description,

15George Bernard Shaw, The Perfect Wagnerite (New York: Dover, 1967 reprint),

p. 107.
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"Eva is'in an# naming the eventof Eva's.being in love. One,suchdexample

of the latter, a4ti thare.are'many in Wagner's operas, is the .'"Liebes-lotiv"

from Die Walkare denoting the incestuous love of Siegmund dnd Sieglinde and.

trantaormed into the "Flucht-Motiv" associated witivh flight of the

,loirersjcl Theliere fact 'that a motif may be called by a descriptive predicate

does noeimply that it functions as'amuiicai deSeription, inasmuch as events
orAmotions.an be named quite as easily as persons or objects. If, on the

other pand,'.a love motif were-projected over,a number of different characters

and situations, it would thereby achieve generality,through'having multiple

compliants and, 'hence, descriptive status. The "Sturm-und-Drang-Motiv" in

Die Meistersinger appears to operate in that way.

If combining ulot fs does not inevitably leadto description, single naming

motifs may neverthele s beCome descriptive by shifting their denotation from

theoriginal compliants to properties of their compliants. The transformation

takes place in stage : naming motifs usually begin iheir lives as. expressive

names metaphorically exemplifying properties belongineliterally to the

character or object enoted. "Mimmy, being a quaint, weird old creaturee has

a quaint, weird them of two thin chords that creep. down eerily one to. the

other. .Gutrune's-th mejs pretty. and caressing: Gunther's bold, rough, and

commonplace ". 17 T ereafter, however, by capitaliling on the pre - established
unique reference,Nagner,may alter naming motifs in such way as to describe

something;happening to their compliants. As Shaw observes, "It is a favorite

trick of Wagner's; when, one of his characters -is killed on stage, to make the
theme attached to that character weaken, fail, and fade away with a broken
echo into Silence".108 'What might initially.appear to be another redundant
variation of a naming .motif' becomes a semantically inarticulate"and therefore
.descriptive) "sliding scale" Of death. -A similar device is the use of fluc-
tuating dynamics to 'indicate the nearness, remoteness, approach, or recession
of moving objects,--..a favorite technique of silent film accompanists. Thus
by suitable changes, "a single-totif,may on separate occasions exhibiNall three,
functions of leitmotivs:liaming, expression,,and description.

. As 400sYmbol system Wagnerian leitmotive19constituie a descriptive' system

containing a notational subsystemconsisting of all naming motifs. Complianes'

'and:the musical labels denoting them, are mutually recoverable within the
notational subsystem of naming motifs. ,However, combined with descripltive

5

16
Overhoff, p. 219.

17
Shaw,' p: 106.

18
Ibid.

Ay

19 denotative devices are rather commonplace, for example, in theimilar
operas of Mozart, Haydn's oratorios, and in the programmatic works of

.
Debussy, Fs8kofiev, Ives, and .nany others.

e.
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motifs, or altered in such ways as object identity is do longer their sole

denotative functiod, naming motifs either belong to the lataer descriptive

system or may themselves be,transformed into descriptions."

6. Des and E sin With Music'

By definktion, programme music is music having yeference to something

extra-musical -- ideas, feelings, stories, historical events, and so on: one

need not take sides in the controversy over the merits of prop ammatic co

position in order to analyse the types of reference that m -be nVOlve

music with'a "subject matter". Generally, to say what a p ece of usic, e -

presses is to say what metaphorical labels both denote an are exe plif e by

the music .21 Description depends on what music under standi not tion

taken to denote. Part of the difference, then, between expres and A

scription is the difference between being denoted and denoting. ven hat

difference, expression is-a matter of the metaphorical exemplific of pro-z.

perties belonging to the musia solely as musAc.22 Descripti , n the other

hand, is a function of the music's belonging to a dystem that is synthetically

disjoint and articulate (i.e., the score)4.while denOting ambiguously, non-

disjointly, or:inarticulately.23

Whether, or, just how a piece of music describes is a matter of case

analysis, and so must be approached piecemeal. Some compositions like

Beethoven's Wellingtons Sieg, Smetana's The Moldau, oe'Prokofiev's Peter and

the Wolf appear to denote particular things or events: Others seem to denote

not unique things but the several members of a class like the'dictionary sketch

of "The Herring Gull". (Cf. LA, p. 21) Imagine a composition by that title

20ForFor Goodman', the term 'descriptive' ". . . is not confined to what are called

definite descriptions in logic but covers all predicates from proper names'

through purple passages, whether with singular, multiple, or null denotation"

(LA, p. 30, fn). It 'might appear from this that all names, including naming

motifs, are descriptive by definition and never notational. But that stretches

the relevant point which is that not all names are notational. There can be

overlapping names (e.g., Plato, Plato-Smith, and Smith where Plato or Plato-

Smith denote X and Plato-Smith or Smith denote Y), explicitly descriptive 'lades

like Standing Bear, or, if we believe Russell, names that are truncateid

descriptions. In the present context, names are distinguished from descriptions

by their notationality; which is to say,that with the exception of "transformed"

musing motifs only notational names are considered.-

0
21

See LA, pp. 85-95;- also my "On Musical Expression". ,

' %...

?
2
Ibid.

. ,

1
1

-23Unlike musical names which are semantically unambiguons; disjoint, and

,articulate.
4
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a
(Rameau might have aompoded it)' filled with onomatopoeic gull screeaes, sea
roaringa, and soaring passages describing the life°And times not necessarily
of this herring gull (named Choker) but any herring guilt The denotation here

4 is distributive, neither collective nor. unique, referring to herring gulls in
general including Choker. It is in this distributive sense that Munday's Faire
Wether"or Debussy's La Mer might be construed as-not only expressing bucolic or- -
nautical qualities but as also denoting a sun* day,or the sea. In all this,
I am merely suggesting first, that if any music is descriptiVe or 'interpreted
as such, it will h ve tq meet some of the aforenientioned conditions tind may
meet-others; secon , that these conditions are not absurd even if musically
gratuitous; and th rd, that description. is 6nspicuousi among the, types of re-

/

ference possible t programme music.'

It frequently
or'not`at all. Be-
of feeling rather

- tended to describe

happens that prOrammatic works are denotative only in part
thown characterized his Pastoral-Symphony as "expression
han paintingu24 the'ioint being that it was in no way in-
or depict any actual or generalized scene. The same could,

be solid of most dineteenth.century romantic` music: that it is metaphorically
exemplificational ( xpresaive) rather than descriptively denotational.- Setting
aside naming motifs,'two ty#es of reference cover most programme music...A-piece
may be uniquelsoi diqtributively descriptive and hence denotative.' more
commonly, music may metaphorically exemplify many of,the labels literally ap-
plicable to, say, a love scene (e.g., tender, 'pleading; yielding; passionate),'
and therebexpressively underscore a dramatic action without necessarily de-
noting anything... Much.progiamme music which(Seems prima facie descriptive;
actually belongs'in the second category of expressive music; which,,,is to say
that the music exemplifies literally or metaphorically many of the same labels

as denote the dramatic action or whatever is mentioned in the title: Of course

descriptive music'irusually also expressive; but the reverse-generalizatiop
is less likely to hold.

Under standard notation, denotation is the key to musical description, but
frequently we are at a loss to decide whether a piece is denotational. A proper
performance of Debussy's La Mer, for instance, may not so much describe'the sea
Is express qualities of it, many of which belong literally to the sea and
metaphorically to the music, e.g., shimmering, swirling, heaving, swelling,
ebbing, flowing, gurgling. However, any number of other things might exhibit

the same or similar properties. Had the title of Debussylv,,;vork been Mal de Mer,
frost of the same labels would continue to apply, including even the titles of
the subsections (e,g.2 "De L'Aube a Midi sur la Mer ") transformed therebrinto
hideous jokes! There are of course as many similarities between Elle sea,
Debussy's music, and nausea as there are labels applicable to all three.; but

A

24
Willi,Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd. ed. (Cambridge, Hassachusetti:

The Belknap Press, 1969), p. 649, "Pastoral Symphony", column 2.
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it requires no attention'to what, if anything, the music denotes to discover

any Of them.25 On the other hand, there is nothing to prevent anyone from

taking Debussy's piece as descriptive of the sea, and there are characteristics

of the' work which encourage that interpretation'. The subtitles of each ,

symphonic poem not only set an expressive mood but delimit specific aspects of

the .Sea: "Juex de' vagues" "Dialogue duVent,et de is Mer ". Moreover, that

the music expresses quali iesaof the s a in no way prohibits its also describ-

Jng the sea provided cer ain-syntati and semantic conditions are met. The

point is that themUsi canbe so construed, and if La Mer denotes, it does

so descriptively.

The prolixity. td specificity of titles, though sometites a clue, is no

sure indication t t a particular piece is or can be denotasio41. The most

that can be said is that titles may indicate whit'the music is nabout" by set-

ting an express ve,mood or labelling things deacribfq by.the usic of ,both.

Neither should one assume that a piece was intended to denote-just-becaus it

could meet the syntactic and semantic conditions of description (e.g.,

still less beCause it is'known to be expressive (e.g., the Pastoral .S )

-......

. Except for onomatopoeic sounds, evidence of:Musical denotation in. pro-

gramme music is likelyfito be 'independent of musical structures an such, though.

the structures themselves, may liave'originated.paray in the Compeser's thoughts

of,something'extra-musical. Whether in any .given
...-instance music denotes is a

question of its referential use which exclusive attention to musical -cum- '.

auditory structures cannot answer.' The internal structure of symbols tells us., ,

little or nothing about their compliants or the,naturd;dt theirleferenCe; for

virtually anything maybe used toSymbolize anything else. .ni4th or symptom8

of denoting can be4-gleaned from attendant circumstanceasnchaa the dramatfc

context of referential use'as n.operai the relative 'complexity ot descriptive

titles, the habits'of referenc .peculiar to a type of coMpositionsp far as

they are known or can be recon tructed, or, perhaps, the composer's Stated

intentions.. '

Mer),
hon

7. Musical Quotation and Allusion

1, Along with onomatopoeic devices, musical

among those exceptional cases where reference

tory features of the. music.. Unhappily, space

distinctions. First of all, musical allusion

a theme (e.g., ABA)'or further development as

1 4
quotations acid allusions are
is detectable primarily from audi-
permit drawing only,a few basic
differ ,from simple repetition of

in a s phony or variations in

being an explicit reference, denotational or exemplii.cational, to andther

"piece or kind, of music. One piece may allude.denot,onally to another by
4

25 -,
i .-

-Denotative or not, it is a misnomer to label such music as a "musical seascape"'

.or an instance of "impressionist pictorialism": (Apel., Harvard Dictionary of

Music, p. 522,
,

"La Mer ", colutn 1.). Nothing pictorial is. involved. Under stand -

, and notation,. La Mer belongs to a disjoint and articulate set L- a crucial dis-

qualification from. the realm of the representational. Such characterizations

may derive from the tendency to confuse pictorial mental images conjured up'by.

the title (and perhaps the:maid too) with the symbol features of ',he music which

may itself denote the same things as the title or the mental pictures. Coexten-

sivity of this kind between title, mental picture, and await obviously, doesnot

warrant the inference that all three belong to the same sort of symbol system.
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','quoting" , it, like the anatch of the "Marseillaise"-In\-Tchaikowsky's 1812

Overture or "Dixie" in Ives' Second String Quartet. Or, AS in Prokofiev's

Classical Symphony, a piece may allude without quotation by literal

exemplification of the gener4 features of a musical genre.

The criteria of quotationality in non-linguistic symbol systems vary with

the media, and there is the question whether quotation is literal or metaphori-

cal in certain non-linguistic contexts. For instance, ca ne paintitg or dance

movement quote another? If a paintingis autographic, h w canit be duplicated

in quotation? And if scored dance gestures can be dupl cated, what corresponds

to the reference - giving quotation marks in language? stage-wink, perhaps?

Assuming for Argument's sake that quotation is a literal possibility in music,

a stringent suggestion of necessary and sufficient conditions of quotationality

drawn from language might run as.follows: an allusion is quotai ona if and

only if it literally exemplifies the same score as the original i spelled

the same) and denotes the original.26L Quotation thus implies reel ation plus

reference.
.

At best.this defines a limiting case in music. Practically, we tend to

accept a less rigid Standard of quotation in musical contexts to include Pas-
,

sages Which denote/ While merely apptpximating the original. That is, it

musical quotation/teed not be an elgict spelling-replica of the original

Passage. Such laxnesa may be in compensation for the apparent lack of anything
corresponding to.:indiract discourse in music ("He said that . . '."). Provided X

.
certain intervals and relative duration& (i.e., the "Melody") remain constant,
changes in mode, harmony, QT tempo are,, tolerable within limits' withdut ./

sacrifice 'of passage identity,,just. ai the "same" motif may undergo various

tranaformations.27 Since they seldom duPlicate the original, many allusions

,qualify as quotational on this weaker condition. s.

,

,s

=4
-Just as linguistic quotatiou's ar6'often said to a sentence, so musical

quotations name by-denoting a paSsage having exactly I-same or very similar

properties. By Eontrabt, non-quotational allusions literally exemplify not

specific passages but the more global, ubiquieous features of a musical genre
' or style. One doei not quote a musical style any more than one quotes a
( grandar.28 Furtheraore, At would be incorrect toispeak of the Classical

Symphony as denoting the general features of the Classical style; for those
features can be variously described. Aii,that is required is that correct
descriptions of certain proldinent characteristics of the classical style both

apply to and be exemplified by Prokofiev's symphony. In such cases, the fact

26As a first attempt, formalization of the replication and reference criteria

of quotationality might look'is follows # where A stands for 'is a musical

passage', S for 'is a score in standard notation', E for 'exemplifies',4) for
'denotes', and g for '.quotes'.

(x) (y).(z) [(MX.My'Sz)'INAE(Exz EYz)(Dyx 5 Qyx)))
.

27Beniamin'White, "Recognitiln.of Distorted Melodies", The American Journal of

Psychology "(March 1960) , vol. LEM, pp. 100-107.

28Except elliptically by quoting articulated rules of grammar.
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that,passages out of toe Classical Symphony'count as allusions to and not

merely instances of the.classical style is largely's function of their

occurrence in a recognizable secondary context. Ahalysis,of the difference

between primary and secondary contexts vis-a-vis musical alluiions is an

intriguing task beyond the scope, of this paper.

If not all allusions are quotational, even those,Which are may or.may
-not differ expressively from. the original. TchaikOwsky's "Marseillaise" is
quitas chauvinistic as the original, While Ive*' quotations of patriotic
and religious tunes range from gentle humour and pathos to grim irony.
.Expressive mo ifications Occur as a result of the contextual. influence of

the secondary etting 'and /or modal, rhythmic, and other alterations of the

original passe e. Inrfact, a.kind of expressive-"double entendre" frequently
marks a succes ful musical allusion. Expressive reminiscence of this sort
is part and parcel of any system of leitmotivs and, indeed, supplies much of '

the dramatic continuity of opera.

Certainly not every replica29 -- identically scored segment in'a

secondary, context is quotational or allusory: The title of Brahma, Variations-

on a Theme by Haydn'identifies the opening theme as Haydn's, but Brahma simply

uses the theme without (musical) quotation exactly as one might use another r

person's words without intending to quote him. Titular mention of altheme's

authorship does not imply allusory or quotatiOnal use. If mere duplication of

someone else's word* or, melodies by itself constituted quotationality,
.plagiarism would be equally impossible'in language or music--'like stealing

&
in a society without private property. ,The question for deciding quotation -
ality is whethe.a'secondary occurrence denotes a primary occurrence.

Gs

What then distinguishes denoting (quotational) from non-denoting (non-
quot tional) replicas in decondary contexts, Iles,' "Dixie" froui Haydn's theme

in ansid!-:.Work? Both involve auditory occurrences' in primary and secondary

-sett gs2Which exemplify approximately the same score. How can we know that

one denoted the original and the other does not? It is unlikely that any
generally sdeisfactory ansWer can be given. However, one striking difference
between the two cases is a widespread familiarity with "Dixie" as compared
to Haydn's relatively obscure theme. The seine could be-said of the

"Marseillieise" 'or any other popular melody. It could be argued that the
occurrence Of as familiar passage in 'a recognizable secondary context' is the
musical analogue of putting a sentence in quotation marks. But immediately
one is prompted to ask, "Familiar to whom ?" 'Haydn's theme may be quite as
familiar to some listeners as "Dixie" or the "Marseillaise"; but surely its
occurrence in Brahma' work does not on that account become quotational solely
for musically educated listeners. Nor is it quotational for everybody else
just because somebody recognizes, its origin independently of the'title. Neither

does "Dixie" cease to be quotational for some listeners' lack of familiarity

with it.

Supposing musical quotation to be a deliberate act of composition, we
-might consider the composer's (usually-correct) assumption of widespread

29Or, in keeping with-the weaker condition of quotatiOnality, near replica.
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familiaritY\with a specific melody or, musical style as giving it denotational.

/De exemplifidational reference to a primary; occurrence much like onomatopoeic

sounds. Onomatdpoeic sounds denote the plroper igs.theY exemplify and are,

'to that,ex ent, self-referentia (14,4p. 6 nand 811 Musical allusions /

sometimes en they are quotati nal) denote the properties thex_exempii4.

In both cases, familiarity may k, ed reference in secondary toptexts. Again, k

as with musical names or'descriptions, establishing the denotation of that

appear to b quotational'passages is,largely a-matter of\reasoning from

,circumstant al evidence. Evidence rhat'Brahms didnot assume familiarity with

Haydn's-6 e is his taking the trouble toite it in the-title. Had Haydn's 'fi

theme been' household tune, Tiotational use might have substituted for ,.

%
titular men ion. .'

.
.

I ,.. .

,
.

'Having said this it must also be noted that relaxed standards of repli-

cation and eference in milsical-conte4ts promote a vagueness uncharacteristic

of linguist c quotationnor example, excluding syntactic equivalence as a

criterion o replicahood, when does a passage cease to be the'"same" as the .!s,

original? This is like asking When does one melody become another -7. a

question for which there is no'ieneralanswe; in lieu of a general standard

of replication. AndAffamiliarity is to serve as surrogate for the con-
venpion of quotationmarks, is a medley okpotpourri of familiar tunes ipso

faco quotational? The question itself is enough to show that even if ,a

pasSage did.not fail,Of exact- replication, faMiIialcity"i's not a sufficient

criterion of denotational reference. 'Besides medleys, there are compositions

balled on folk tunes, which, if not quotational or allusory, neither are they

plagiaristic. There is as little reason to force that dichotomy on musical

works as on the writings and utterances of people who speak or think alike.

Between the contraries of,plagiarisM and allusion...are "influences", "sources",

"stylistic resemblances", not to mention "accidents" (like the "I Love Life"
finale of Mahler's First Symphony) which, though traceable in a composer's

works, are neither explicitly referential nor deliberately covert.

In spite of these counter examples, loose replication and familiarity

may serve well enough the purpose of loose characterization of mu ical pas-

sages as quotations. ThiS marks the crucial difference between ( ) attempting

to explain or explicate how people tend to use the word 'quotatio ' in

musical contexts; and (2) what musical or other sorts of quotation would be

if the closest analogue were taken from linguistic systems. Surely, the in-

sertion of quotation marks in the score accompanied by "bleeps" and "un-bleeps"

in performance is theoretically possible but aesthetically repugnant. By way,

of comparison, it can be said that musical and linguistic quotation alike '

involve replication plus reference, though the specific criteria of repli-

cation and reference in music are at least less stringent, probably different,

'and certainly more vague. Further, unlike the linguistic criteria, the

musical ones are More psychological than syntactic. This is shown first by

the varietyof strategies listeners employ to identify-the."same" tune through

various transformations, and second, by the, highly variable capacities of

memory and'auditory pattern perception presupposed by_the "familiarity" of

'a musical passage.

If one considers the word 'quotation' as literally applied to,characters

in a linguistic system,, its application to musical passageS would then be
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metaphorical for two reasons. First, because of the change in realm of
applicatiik from language to music; and second, because musical quotations
comply only by approximation to the critera of linguistic quotatiOn.30-

To describe a musical passage as quotation is counter-indicated on botti

counts by'the standard of the linguistic analogue. The shift'from
spitactic to psychological criteria of replication and reference closes
off the possibility that qudtation appliei literally and-generally 'to
music as well as language... This ia.because:the psychllogical
include passages Which'arermither spelled,ttiesaie'(it the'score)'nor-
enclosed within quotatibn7indicators. Although such convedtiods,could be
introduced, a' general unconcern, for the linguistic uses -of musi-C31-coupled
with a maximum concern for auditory nuance count against it.
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30This suggestion is based -in part upon my.construal of some points about
theoretical entities made by Nelson Goodman. during an undergraduate lecture
on the theory of symbols, Harvard University, 10 December 1970.
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31Notwithstanding the significant exceptions discussed herein.


